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 31 
Abstract 32 
We can adapt flexibly to environment changes and search for the most appropriate rule to 33 

a context. The orbital prefrontal cortex (PFo) has been associated with decision making, rule 34 
generation and maintenance, and more generally has been considered important for 35 
behavioral flexibility. To better understand the neural mechanisms underlying the flexible 36 
behavior, we studied the ability to generate a switching signal in monkey PFo when a strategy 37 
is changed. In the strategy task, we used a visual cue to instruct two male rhesus monkeys 38 
either to repeat their most recent choice (i.e. stay strategy) or to change it (i.e. shift strategy). 39 
To identify the strategy switching-related signal, we compared non-switch and switch trials, 40 
which cued the same or a different strategy from the previous trial, respectively. We found 41 
that the switching-related signal emerged during the cue presentation and it was combined 42 
with the strategy signal in a subpopulation of cells. Moreover, the error analysis showed that 43 
the activity of the switch-related cells reflected whether the monkeys erroneously switched or 44 
not the strategy, rather than what was required for that trial. The function of the switching 45 
signal could be to prompt the use of different strategies when older strategies are no longer 46 
appropriate, conferring the ability to adapt flexibly to environmental changes. In our task, the 47 
switching signal might contribute to the implementation of the strategy cued, overcoming 48 
potential interference effects from the strategy previously cued. Our results support the idea 49 
that ascribes to PFo an important role for behavioral flexibility.  50 

 51 
 52 

Significance statement 53 
We can flexibly adapt our behavior to a changing environment. One of the prefrontal 54 

areas traditionally associated with the ability to adapt to new contingencies is the orbital 55 
prefrontal cortex (PFo). We analyzed the switching related activity using a strategy task in 56 
which two rhesus monkeys were instructed by a visual cue either to repeat or change their 57 
most recent choice, respectively using a stay or a shift strategy. We found that PFo neurons 58 
were modulated by the strategy switching signal, pointing to the importance of PFo in 59 
behavioral flexibility by generating control over the switching of strategies.  60 
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 61 
 62 

 63 
Introduction 64 

Abstract rules and strategies are important to make the correct choices that are appropriate to 65 
the specific context. Although many brain areas contribute to the generation and maintenance 66 
of rules and strategies, a prominent role has been assigned to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 67 
(PFdl) from many studies (Milner, 1963; Collins et al., 1998; White and Wise, 1999; Hoshi et 68 
al., 2000; Stuss et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001; Wallis et al., 2001a; Bunge et al., 2003; 69 
Genovesio et al., 2005, 2008; Mansouri et al., 2006; Buckley et al., 2009). In orbital prefrontal 70 
cortex (PFo), on the other hand, emphasis has been placed more on expected or received 71 
reward (Thorpe et al., 1983; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Hikosaka and Watanabe, 2000; 72 
Ichihara-Takeda and Funahashi, 2006; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008; Simmons 73 
and Richmond, 2008; Kennerly et al., 2009; Bouret and Richmond, 2010; Strait et al., 2014; 74 
O'Neill and Schultz, 2018). It has been shown that PFo neurons can encode reward either 75 
irrespective of the context, both as a cue and as feedback, or only when it serves as a 76 
feedback (Tsujimoto et al., 2012).  Reward as a feedback has been also shown to be task 77 
dependent (Luk and Wallis, 2013). However, signals related to rules and strategies have 78 
been described also in PFo, in addition to PFdl (Wallis et al., 2001a; Wallis and Miller, 2003; 79 
Buckley et al., 2009; Yamada et al., 2010; Tsujimoto et al., 2011; Sleezer et al., 2016).  80 

Flexibility to adapt to external or internal changes has been studied with a variety of tasks 81 
requiring different forms of behavioral switching such as set shifting, rule shifting and reversal 82 
learning. One prefrontal area considered important for flexibility is PFo based mainly on the 83 
use of reversal learning paradigms. Reversal learning deficits after PFo damage have been 84 
reported in marmosets (Dias et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 2007), and humans (Rolls et al., 1994; 85 
Fellows and Farah, 2003; Hornak et al., 2004; Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004; Tsuchida et al., 86 
2010). 87 

 While such deficit has been found after the PFo damage also in earlier studies in 88 
macaques (Butter, 1969; Iversen and Mishkin, 1970; Izquierdo et al., 2004; Rudebeck and 89 
Murray, 2008), more recent ones, with lesions sparing the fibers, failed to find a deficit 90 
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(Kazama and Bachevalier, 2009; Rudebeck et al., 2011, 2013). In addition to the lesion 91 
studies, also a recent fMRI study in macaques addressed the role of PFo in task switching 92 
reporting activations during switching (Premereur et al., 2018). 93 

In this work we aim to test whether the switching signal, that can support flexibility, is 94 
present in PFo with a neurophysiological approach and with a task design different from the 95 
reversal paradigms because in our paradigm task switching is not dependent on previous 96 
errors. To examine the role of PFo in switching strategy, we have used a visually cued 97 
strategy task described in prior studies (Tsujimoto et al., 2009, 2011, 2012; Tsujimoto and 98 
Genovesio, 2017; Fascianelli et al., 2019). We studied the behavioral switch between two 99 
strategies (stay and shift) each cued by different visual stimuli. The switch between strategies 100 
was required by cuing a different strategy and not as a consequence of an error signal as in 101 
reversal learning paradigms. We have previously shown that PFo neurons convey strategy 102 
signal and that this signal develops earlier than in PFdl (Tsujimoto et al., 2011). Here, we 103 
study PFo single-neuron activity to test whether PFo neurons signal the strategy switch and 104 
could then have the potential to contribute to adapt to environmental changes. Compared to 105 
previous studies (Sleezer et al., 2016; Kamigaki et al., 2009), our paradigm allows the 106 
dissociation of switching from outcome signals because the behavioral switch, by task design, 107 
did not depend on the previous trial outcome: unlike tasks used in previous studies, both 108 
switch and non-switch trials could follow correctly executed and rewarded trials.  109 
 110 
 111 

Materials and Methods 112 
 113 
Subjects 114 
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), 10–11 kg in weight, were trained to perform 115 

a visually cued strategy task before starting the recording sessions. Each monkey sat in a 116 
primate chair during the execution of the task, with the head fixed and oriented toward a video 117 
monitor 32 cm away. All procedures were in line with the Guide for the Care and Use of 118 
Laboratory Animals and were approved by the National Institute of Mental Health Animal 119 
Care and Use Committee. 120 

 121 
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 122 
Behavioral task 123 
A sequence of the task events of the visually cued strategy task is shown in figure 1A 124 

(Tsujimoto et al., 2010, 2011, 2012). In each trial, the monkeys were required to make a 125 
saccade toward one of the two spatial targets, according to a shift or stay strategy cued by a 126 
visual instruction (figure 1B). The appearance of a fixation point (a 0.6° filled white circle) 127 
located at the center of the video screen, with two peripheral targets (2.0° unfilled white 128 
squares) placed 11.6° to the left and right of the fixation point, represented the beginning of a 129 
trial. The monkeys had to maintain fixation on the central spot for 1.5 s; after that, a cue 130 
period of 0.5 s followed. During the cue period, a visual cue appeared at the fixation point. In 131 
each trial, one cue was chosen pseudorandomly from a set of 4 visual cues: a vertical or 132 
horizontal rectangle (light gray) with the same dimensions (1.0° × 4.9°) and brightness or a 133 
yellow or purple square with the same size (2.0° × 2.0°) (figure 1B). A “stay” strategy was 134 
instructed by the vertical rectangle and the yellow square.  If a “stay” strategy was instructed, 135 
the monkeys had to make a saccade to the same target chosen in the previous trial. 136 
Conversely, the horizontal rectangle and the purple square instructed a “shift” strategy, for 137 
which the monkeys had to make a saccade toward the target that was not chosen in the 138 
previous trial. The end of one trial and the beginning of the next one were separated by an 139 
intertrial interval of 1 s. The monkeys had to maintain fixation on the center of the screen 140 
during the whole fixation period (1.5 s), during the cue period (0.5 s), and during a 141 
subsequent delay period of 1.0, 1.25, or 1.5 s, pseudorandomly selected. The fixation window 142 
was a ±3° square area centered on the fixation point. Both monkeys maintained fixation 143 
accurately and rarely made a saccade within the fixation window (Tsujimoto et al., 2009). Any 144 
fixation breaks during the fixation, cue or delay periods led to abortion of the trial.  145 

The fixation point and the two peripheral targets were kept on the screen for the whole 146 
duration of the delay period after the cue.  The monkeys were required to make a saccadic 147 
eye movement toward one of the two spatial targets after the disappearance of the fixation 148 
spot.  The monkeys had to maintain the fixation to one of the targets (±3.75°) and then both 149 
squares became solid white. The capture of the gaze into the response window represented 150 
the “target acquisition”. The monkeys had to maintain the fixation on the target for 0.5 s (pre-151 
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feedback period). Any fixation breaks during the pre-feedback period led to abortion of the 152 
trial. After the pre-feedback period, in the case of correct responses, feedback was provided 153 
as a liquid reward (a 0.2 ml drop of fluid) or, in case of incorrect responses, as red squares 154 
over both targets. After an error trial, the same visual cue was presented again in the 155 
following trial, called “correction trial”. Correction trials were presented until the monkeys 156 
responded correctly. Usually, after an error, not more than one correction trial was required 157 
by the monkeys (Tsujimoto et al., 2009). 158 
 159 
 160  161 

Data collection  162 
We used up to 16 platinum iridium electrodes (0.5–1.5M_ at 1 kHz) inserted into the cortex 163 
with a multielectrode drive (Thomas Recording) to record single-cell activity from PFo. We 164 
positioned and angled the recording chamber (18 mm inner diameter) according to magnetic 165 
resonance images (MRI). We isolated single-cell potentials off-line (Off Line Sorter, Plexon), 166 
based on the multiple criteria, including principal component analysis, the minimal interspike 167 
intervals, and close visual inspection of the entire waveforms for each cell. Eye position was 168 
recorded with an infrared oculometer (Arrington Research). 169 

 170 
Histology  171 
We used standard histological analysis and MRI to reconstruct the recording sites (figure 172 

1C-D). Approaching the end of data collection, electrolytic lesions (20 μA for 20 s, anodal 173 
current) were placed in selected locations at two depths per penetration. The animal was 174 
deeply anesthetized after 10 d and then it was perfused with 10% (v/v) formol saline. Frozen, 175 
coronal sections were Nissl stained.  PFo recording sites differed slightly between monkeys. 176 
In monkey 1, they were mainly from area 11 and ventral area 12, more lateral and rostral than 177 
in monkey 2, which were mainly from area 13.  The locations of recording sites have been 178 
illustrated in more details in Tsujimoto et al. (2010, 2011). 179 

 180 
Data analysis 181 
We analyzed the activity of single neurons in PFo (Tsujimoto et al., 2009, 2011, 2012).  182 

We discarded correction and error trials from the analysis.  We decided to discard the few 183 
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correction trials because in these trials the monkeys in principle could perform the task 184 
without integrating the information of the cued strategy with the previous spatial response. 185 
Indeed, after an error, the monkeys could just change the spatial response with respect to the 186 
previous (incorrect) response without following the cued strategy.  It wouldn’t be necessary to 187 
follow any strategy to perform well in a correction trial. 188 

We defined the task periods for the analysis according to time windows aligned to task 189 
events: the fixation period (-500:-50 ms before cue onset) and the cue period (50:500 ms 190 
after cue onset).  191 

The cues instructed the monkeys to follow one of the two strategies: to stay with their 192 
most recent successful response or to shift to the alternative response. Based on the strategy 193 
cue, we designed each trial as stay or shift trial.  194 

Moreover, we designed non-switch and switch trials as follows: in non-switch trials the 195 
instructed strategy was the same as that on the previous trial, while in switch trials the 196 
strategy differed from that on the previous trial (see table 1). From table 1 it can be seen that 197 
both the non-switch and switch conditions are not associated to specific visual cues. For 198 
example, the same vertical rectangle cue can be presented both in a non-switch and in a 199 
switch condition. 200 

Along the article, we refer to the signal related to the switching of the strategy between 201 
trials as strategy switching signal or, simply, switching signal. 202 

Only neurons satisfying the following requirements were identified as task-related and 203 
analyzed:  204 

1. at least 1 Hz of mean activity during the cue period; 205 
2. at least 10 trials per non-switch/switch conditions; 206 3. having mean activity during the cue period significantly different from that during the 207 

fixation period (t-test, p<0.05). 208 
The analysis was performed using MatLab with Statistics Toolbox Release 2015b 209 

(TheMathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States).  210 
   To investigate the encoding of the non-switch/switch conditions for the task-related 211 
neurons, we applied a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05) to the cue-period activity, with non-switch 212 
and switch conditions as factor. As a control, we performed a permutation test in the cue 213 
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period obtained from 1000 iterations. For each iteration we shuffled the conditions (non-214 
switch and switch) and we computed the one-way ANOVA for the shuffled data to obtain the 215 
percentage of significant cells. The significance cutoff was assessed at 95th percentile of the 216 
distribution of 1000 iterations. We also quantified the strength of the strategy switching signal 217 
by performing a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. ROC values reflect the 218 
ability to decode a signal based on the activity of single trials (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). We 219 
defined the ROC values as the area under the ROC curve (auROC). The auROC values 220 
range from 0 to 1, where 0 and 1 indicate the maximum selectivity for the opposing 221 
preferences. The normalized values of auROC were computed with respect to the preferred 222 
condition—that is, highest activity—and it ranges from 0.5 (no selectivity) to 1 (maximum 223 
selectivity). We estimated the time course of the switching selectivity during the cue period 224 
using a sliding ROC analysis for the non-switch and switch conditions. We computed the 225 
auROC in a 200 ms centered window that stepped across the trial in increments of 5 ms. To 226 
assess the independence of the strategy switching signal from specific strategies, we divided 227 
the trials by strategy. For each neuron, we computed the auROC for non-switch and switch 228 
conditions, separately for stay and shift trials. Each stay trial was classified as non-switch (or 229 
switch) trial if the previous strategy was a stay (or shift).  Each shift trial was classified as non-230 
switch (or switch) trial if the previous strategy was shift (or stay). We then computed the 231 
correlation coefficient between the auROC values (for the strategy switching coding) for stay 232 
trials and shift trials. A significant correlation (Pearson’s coefficient, p<0.05) would indicate 233 
that strategy switching modulates the neural activity similarly for the stay/shift strategies.  234 
        Moreover, in order to investigate the strength of the switching signal and its dynamics at 235 
the level of the whole population (task-related neurons), we performed a neuron-dropping 236 
analysis using for classification a peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) classification method 237 
(Foffani and Moxon, 2004). For each neuron, we split the trials according to the non-switch 238 
and switch conditions. We considered the time period from 500 ms before the cue onset up to 239 
500 ms after the cue offset as time period of analysis. We used a time bin of 200 ms stepped 240 
by 50 ms. For each time bin and for each neuron, we randomly picked one trial from the same 241 
condition (test trial) and we calculated a look-up table of the mean firing rate of all the 242 
remaining trials (one test trial held-out) for each condition. The test trials were assigned to the 243 
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condition with the lowest sum of Euclidean distances between each test trial and its 244 
corresponding neuron’s look-up table. We repeated this procedure 1000 times for each 245 
condition. We then performed a neuron-dropping analysis. The neuron dropping consisted in 246 
repeating all the previous decoding iterations each time by removing one neuron from the 247 
whole population, until the population was composed by a small group of neurons. In our 248 
case the smallest sample size was of 10 neurons. 249 

To assess the involvement of the switching signal in the behavior, we performed an error 250 
trials analysis. We looked for a relationship between the switching activity and the behavioral 251 
performance by investigating the maintenance of the preference—for the non-switch or switch 252 
condition—between correct and error trials. Any change of preference between correct and 253 
error trials would suggest that this signal could play a role in the task performance. To answer 254 
this question, we applied a bootstrap analysis as in Tsujimoto et al. (2011).  As first step, we 255 
identified, for each of the significant switching neurons, the preferred condition (non-switch or 256 
switch) for the correct trials, comparing the mean activity across trials in the cue period. We 257 
then assigned the preferred condition, assessed in the correct trials, to the error trials, for 258 
each neuron. For instance, if a neuron preferred the switch condition in correct trials, then in 259 
error trials the switch condition was addressed as “preferred”, regardless of the activity on 260 
those trials. For each neuron, we computed the difference between preferred and anti-261 
preferred activity for correct and error trials separately, and we averaged these differences 262 
across neurons, again for correct and error trials separately. If both differences were positive 263 
(in correct trials the average difference was always positive by construction), it would indicate 264 
an average maintenance of the preference between correct and error trials, not suggesting 265 
any relationship between the switching signal and behavioral performance. On the contrary, if 266 
the average difference for error trials was negative, it would indicate an effect of the switching 267 
signal on the behavioral performance in which the switching activity followed the monkey’s 268 
erroneous behavior and not the correct behavior requested for that trial. To assess the 269 
statistical significance of the two differences (in order to rule out that the same result could be 270 
obtained by a random combination of trials), we randomly shuffled the switching strategy 271 
labels (non-switch or switch) for correct and error trials, separately. We reassessed the 272 
preferred and anti-preferred conditions for both correct and error trials using the same 273 
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criterion as for the observed data. We repeated the same analysis as above for the shuffled 274 
data, by computing the mean activity difference for preferred and anti-preferred conditions 275 
separately for correct and error trials for each neuron, and we then averaged it across 276 
neurons. We repeated the shuffling procedure 1000 times, which yielded a distribution of 277 
1000 sets of activity differences, to which we compared the observed mean activity 278 
difference.  279 

 280 
Results 281 
In the strategy task (figure 1A), after a fixation period in which the monkeys were required 282 

to maintain fixation on a central spot, a visual cue was presented (figure 1B) instructing the 283 
monkeys either to “stay” with the target chosen on the previous trial or to “shift” to a different 284 
target. After a delay period following the cue period, a go signal instructed the monkeys to 285 
make a saccade either to the left or the right target. In each trial, the current strategy had the 286 
same probability to be repeated (non-switch trials) or changed (switch trials) with respect to 287 
the strategy instructed in the previous trial. The monkeys were required to maintain fixation on 288 
the chosen target until the feedback time. 289 

Figure 1E shows a schematic of the non-switch and switch conditions for six consecutive 290 
trials as defined in table 1. For example, trial N+1 in figure 1E was a non-switch trial because 291 
it required a stay strategy (cued by the yellow square) that followed a previous trial (N) with a 292 
stay strategy (cued by the vertical rectangle). Trial N+2 was, instead, a switch trial because it 293 
instructed a shift strategy (cued by the purple square) that followed a previous trial (N+1) with 294 
a stay strategy (cued by the yellow square). In both cases, the non-switch and switch 295 
conditions were independent from the visual cues presented in each trial, as stressed in 296 
figure 1E (also see Table 1). In general, we refer to the signal of the switch of the strategy, as 297 
strategy switching signal or, simply, switching signal. 298 

 299 
 300 
Behavioral results 301 
 302 
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The behavioral results have been presented in the previous papers (Tsujimoto et al., 2009, 303 
2012). Here we focus our analysis on the non-switch and switch conditions. We found that the 304 
proportion of correct responses in non-switch and switch trials was on average 92% for 305 
monkey 1 (binomial test, p<10-6), and 92% for monkey 2 (binomial test, p<10-6). This result 306 
shows that both monkeys could switch or not the strategy when appropriate. 307 

  In addition, to examine whether the non-switch trials were easier than the switch trials, 308 
we compared the behavioral performance between non-switch and switch trials. Mean correct 309 
response were 91% and 93% in non-switch and switch trials, respectively, in monkey 1 310 
(χ2=5.65; p=0.02). Mean scores were 92% in both non-switch and switch trials in monkey 2 311 
(χ2=0.43; p=0.51). These results indicate that there was no switch cost for both monkeys. One 312 
monkey, on the opposite, showed a very small advantage in the switch trial (less errors) but 313 
the difference with the performance on the non-switch trials is too small to be informative. 314 
Moreover, we checked for each recording sessions, and for each monkey, the percentage of 315 
trials for each response combined with the strategy instructed in the current trial (N), and with 316 
the strategy instructed in the previous trial (N-1). We report the percentage of correct trials 317 
averaged across sessions in the following figure 2 for each monkey. The results show a well-318 
balanced use of the instructed strategy (in conjunction with the other task variables) in each 319 
monkey. 320 

We compared the reaction times (RTs) – defined as the time difference between the go 321 
signal and target acquisition – between non-switch and switch conditions. In monkey 1, there 322 
was no significant difference between mean RTs in non-switch (300 ± 53 ms) and switch (302 323 ± 62 ms)  trials (t-test, t = 0.29, p = 0.77). Similarly, no significant difference was observed for 324 
monkey 2 between non-switch (307 ± 38 ms) and switch (306 ± 36 ms) RTs (t-test, t = 0.70, p 325 
= 0.48).  326 

 327 
Neuronal results 328 
Our neural database consisted of 377 PFo neurons (268 and 109 neurons from monkey 1 329 

and monkey 2, respectively) recorded during the visually cued strategy task. The same 330 
dataset has been used in previous studies (Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012; Fascianelli et al., 331 
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2019). Of these 377 neurons, 33% (n=124) were identified as task-related neurons according 332 
to the screening criteria (see Materials and Methods) and used for the following analyses.  333 

Figures 3A and 3B illustrate the activity of two task-related neurons with a significant 334 
switching selectivity during the cue period (one-way ANOVA, p<0.05). The neuron in figure 335 
3A shows higher cue period activity in the switch than in the non-switch condition (one-way 336 
ANOVA, p=0.004). This difference started at around 250 ms after cue onset and lasted for 337 
almost all the cue period. Figure 3B shows an example of another type of neuron, one with a 338 
preference for the non-switch condition (one-way ANOVA, p=0.001). In this neuron, the 339 
switching selectivity extended also to the initial part of the delay period.   340 

According to the one-way ANOVA, 12% of the task related neurons (15/124) (11% and 341 
14%, respectively in monkey 1 and monkey 2) were modulated in the cue period by the 342 
strategy switching (switching neurons). These proportions of neurons were not significantly 343 
different between the two monkeys (χ2 (1, N=15)=0.006; p=0.9).  Performing a permutation 344 
test (see Materials and Methods), we confirmed that the observed proportion of switching 345 
neurons in the cue period was significantly different from shuffled data (p=0.002). We have 346 
previously shown (Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012) that PFo neurons encode stay and shift 347 
strategies in the cue period (strategy neurons). Here we wanted to examine whether strategy 348 
cells were also modulated by the strategy switching. We performed, on the task-related cells, 349 
a one-way ANOVA with stay and shift strategy as factor to identify the strategy cells. We 350 
found 39/124 (31%) strategy neurons in the cue period. The proportion of switching neurons 351 
was significantly higher in the strategy (9/39, 23%) than in the non-strategy population (6/85, 352 
7%) (χ2 (1,N=124)=5.03; p=0.02), indicating a relationship between strategy coding and 353 
strategy switching modulation. We found that 5 strategy cells (out of 9) showed higher activity 354 
for the stay strategy, while the remaining 4 neurons showed higher activity for the shift 355 
strategy, indicating that switching activity could occur for neurons selective for both strategies. 356 
Both neurons in figure 3 are representative of this conjunction of effects, showing strategy 357 
coding in addition to switching modulation; in particular, both of these neurons showed higher 358 
activity for the stay strategy. 359 

For the population of switching neurons, we further explored the possibility of a 360 
dependence of the switching selectivity on the strategy type. We divided the trials according 361 
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to the strategy of the current trial (stay or shift) and, for each group of trials, we calculated 362 
separately the auROC for the non-switch/switch conditions during the cue period. We 363 
examined the correlation between the two distributions of auROC computed for each neuron 364 
for stay and shift trials separately (figure 4), and we observed a significant correlation 365 
(Pearson’s coefficient, r(15)=0.69, p=0.004). This result indicates that the strategy switching 366 
modulated the neurons similarly for stay and shift trials.  367 

We also investigated the presence of interaction between the strategy and the switching 368 
signal. To assess the number of neurons with a significant interaction term, we applied a two-369 
way ANOVA (p<0.05) to each of the 15 switching neurons. We used as independent variables 370 
the strategy (stay/shift) and the switching (non-switch/switch) conditions with their interaction, 371 
and as dependent variable the spike count in the cue period. We found that only 2/15 neurons 372 
showed a significant interaction term (two-way ANOVA, p1=0.029, p2=0.046). This indicates 373 
that the two signals (strategy and switching) are in most of the cases (13/15 neurons) 374 
independent from each other.   375 
     Additionally, we investigated whether neurons recorded in the dorsolateral prefrontal 376 
cortex (PFdl), within the same dataset (Tsujimoto et al., 2010, 2011, 2012), were modulated 377 
by the switching signal in the cue period. The PFdl database consisted of 551 neurons 378 
recorded during the visually cued strategy task. We applied the same screening criteria 379 
described above (see Materials and Methods) and the 19% of these cells were classified as 380 
task-related neurons (n=102). We performed a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05) and a permutation 381 
test following the same procedure adopted to analyze PFo neurons activity (see Materials 382 
and Methods). We obtained a percentage of neurons modulated by switching signal equal to 383 
8/102 (~8%). Nevertheless, the observed proportion of switching neurons was not statistically 384 
different from shuffled data (p=0.15). 385 
 386 

Population analysis 387 
In order to quantify the strength of the switching selectivity and its time course, we 388 

computed the auROC for the switching conditions for the population of 15 switching selective 389 
neurons. We also computed the auROC, for the same neuronal sample, for the strategy 390 
(stay/shift). Figure 5 illustrates the time course of the mean auROC for both the strategy 391 
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switching (red line) and the strategy (grey line).  As shown, the coding strength of strategy 392 
and switching is comparable: it increased during the cue period, reaching its peak at around 393 
300 ms after cue onset for both the signals. The mean auROC value for the switching 394 
strategy calculated in the cue period was equal to 0.649 (SEM=0.003), and for the strategy 395 
was equal to 0.62 (SEM=0.02).  396 
     Moreover, in order to investigate the strength of the switching signal and its dynamics at 397 
the level of the whole population (124 task-related neurons), we performed a neuron-dropping 398 
analysis using for classification a peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) classification method 399 
(Foffani and Moxon, 2004). We considered the time period from 500 ms before the cue onset 400 
up to 500 ms after the cue offset. We used a time bin of 200 ms stepped by 50 ms. In figure 401 
6, we show the result of the neuron-dropping analysis. We found that, as the sample’s size 402 
increased (y-axis), the accuracy of test in classifying the conditions increased (z-axis, color 403 
bar), reaching the maximum of performance during the presentation of the visual cue (x-axis). 404 
This result shows how the whole neural ensemble contributed to some degree to the 405 
decoding of the switching signal, as seen by the peak of decoding performance higher than 406 
the classification accuracy obtained by the mean of the single auROC of the 15 switching 407 
neurons (figure 5, red line). This population analysis supports and bolsters the previous result 408 
based on a single-cell analysis.  409 

We also examined the switching selectivity in the error trials using the bootstrap analysis 410 
explained in Materials and Methods. We tested whether the observed population activity 411 
difference between the preferred and anti-preferred conditions was significantly different from 412 
that obtained with shuffled data for both correct and error trials. It is worth underlining that we 413 
assigned the preferred condition of the correct trials to the error trials, for each neuron. For 414 
instance, if a neuron preferred the switch condition in correct trials, then in error trials the 415 
switch condition was addressed as “preferred”, regardless of the activity on those trials. We 416 
restricted the analysis to 13 of the 15 neurons that had at least one error trial for each 417 
condition.  418 

Figure 7 shows the mean activity difference (gray square) for correct (abscissa) and error 419 
(ordinate) trials between preferred and anti-preferred strategy switching conditions. As 420 
illustrated in figure 7, the observed activity difference exceeded all 1000 points of shuffled 421 
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data for both correct and error trials. As we defined the preferred condition in error trials as 422 
the same as for the correct trials, the negative value of the activity difference in the error trials 423 
indicates that, on average, there was a change of preference between the conditions 424 
associated to correct and error trials. This result shows that the strategy switching activity of 425 
the cells reflected whether the monkeys switched strategy or not even in case of mistake.  426 

 427 
 428 
Discussion 429 
In the present study, we investigated whether PFo shows strategy switching-related 430 

activity while monkeys performed a strategy task, switching between two strategies across 431 
consecutive trials (Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012). We found that PFo but not PFdl contains a 432 
significant portion of recorded neurons modulated by strategy switching during the cue period 433 
in which the strategy was instructed. This result extends the information encoded by PFo 434 
neurons from the strategy itself (stay or shift) (Tsujimoto et al., 2011), as in PFdl but not in the 435 
Frontal Pole, (Tsujimoto et al., 2011; Tsujimoto et al., 2010) to the strategy switching.  436 

We also examined the relationship between the strategy switching and strategy signal. 437 
We observed the highest proportion (23%) of neurons with strategy switching-related activity 438 
within the population of the strategy neurons pointing to a relationship between strategy 439 
coding and switching activity. This relationship suggests that, at least for a subpopulation of 440 
strategy cells, the integration with switching signal might play a role in strategy generation.    441 

 442 
Possible roles of the strategy switch-related signal in PFo 443 
It is important to note that, in our paradigm, the strategy switching signal was not required 444 

for guiding the behavioral choice. Indeed, our strategy task did not require the subjects to 445 
take into consideration either the strategy switching or the sequence or history of strategy 446 
changes across trials for making the correct choice. We propose two possible roles of the 447 
switching signal in our task.   448 

First, this signal could facilitate the strategy generation, helping to inhibit any automatic 449 
behavior such as the repetition of the past strategy, a function traditionally assigned to PFo 450 
(Roberts and Wallis, 2000), or a continuous strategy change. Second, the strategy switching 451 
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signal can contribute to a general task-monitoring function. According to this hypothesis, the 452 
strategy switching-related activity in PFo might be involved in some monitoring process of the 453 
task strategy, although irrelevant to the task performance given the stability of the task 454 
contingencies. Monitoring signals of past events and previous behaviors are important and 455 
can promote changes that optimize the behavior in response to environment changes 456 
(Passingham and Wise, 2012; Tsujimoto and Postle, 2012; Genovesio et al., 2014; 457 
Genovesio and Ferraina, 2014). However, if this were the case, we would expect a monitoring 458 
of other important variables of the tasks during the cue period and not limited to the switching 459 
information. Instead, we have previously reported that PFo neurons are not modulated, in 460 
contrast to PFdl, by the previous target location although critical to the task performance 461 
(Tsujimoto et al., 2012) and furthermore PFo neurons lose their modulation for staying or 462 
shifting of the target location in a control delayed-response task with no strategy requirement.  463 

In favor of a role of the switching signal useful for strategy generation is the timing of the 464 
switching modulation. The switching modulation occurred during the presentation of the 465 
strategy cue and dissipated soon after, suggesting that this signal could help the 466 
implementation of the strategy based on the cue information. Second, the error analysis 467 
showed that, during errors, the activity of the switching cells reflected whether the monkeys 468 
erroneously switched strategy or not, instead of whether the trial required or not a strategy 469 
switch. 470 

 471 
Comparison with previous studies  472 
In the present study we have shown that PFo activity was modulated by strategy 473 

switching, using an experimental paradigm in which the switching signal, error signals, and 474 
reward expectation were dissociated by task design. Strategy switching depended only on the 475 
repetition or change of the strategy from one trial to the next one and not on the behavioral 476 
outcome. This aspect of the task design allowed a clear dissociation between switching and 477 
error signals, in contrast to previous neurophysiological studies in which the switch followed 478 
the absence of reward (Mansouri et al., 2006; Kamigaki et al., 2009; Yamada et al., 2010; 479 
Sleezer et al., 2017).  In addition, we also note that the switch-related activity could not be 480 
explained by differences in visual responses, because both switch and non-switch trials 481 
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occurred in equal proportions after the presentation of stay and shift cues.  Because PFo is 482 
not coding neither the previous nor the current response during the cue period, we can also 483 
rule out that our switching modulation depends on some non-linear combinations of strategy 484 
and response. 485 

PFo has been considered critical for behavioral flexibility in neuropsychological studies in 486 
humans (Hornak et al., 2004), macaques (Izquierdo et al., 2004), and marmosets (Dias et al., 487 
1996). Similarly, previous neurophysiological studies that investigated the switch-related 488 
activity in PFo (Chase et al., 2012; Sleezer et al., 2017) have suggested that this area plays a 489 
role in set reconfiguration, and these properties may play a role in guiding target selection 490 
(Sleezer et al., 2017). However, a recent lesion study that spared the fibers running near or 491 
through PFo, using excitotoxic lesions rather than aspiration, has failed to find deficits in tasks 492 
requiring a shift in the object reversal task (Rudebeck et al., 2013) whereas it affected the 493 
performance in a devaluation task. This negative result suggests the need for reconsideration 494 
of the effect of the earlier lesion studies in macaques because the deficits could depend on 495 
the lesion of fiber tracts rather than lesion of the PFo cortex. To reconcile our 496 
neurophysiological results and the recent negative results of the PFo lesion in macaques 497 
(Rudebeck et al., 2013), it could be assumed that PFo might contribute to behavioral flexibility 498 
by controlling behavioral switch but that its lesion can still be compensated by other prefrontal 499 
areas. We should also consider the possibility that the switching signal as described in our 500 
study does not contribute to reversal learning. Reversal learning tasks involve a specific type 501 
of switching that requires the inhibition of the previous association for the reversal of the 502 
reward contingencies (Dhawan et al., 2019) that is not required in other switching tasks (Stoet 503 
and Snyder, 2003; Advagic et al., 2014).  Furthermore, even the reversal tasks are not all 504 
alike as shown by La Camera et al. (2018) that found reversal deficits of concept-based rules 505 
but not of visual outcome association rules. Future studies with different paradigms should 506 
also address whether the switching signal as we described in PFo can contribute to a flexible 507 
behavior by promoting the use of new shortcuts instead of well learned strategies when the 508 
shortcuts represent a more efficient alternative (Watzek et al., 2018).  509 

Previous studies have reported the switch-related signal in PFo neurons (Sleezer et al., 510 
2016, 2017), but our experiment is different in that the switch is regarding the abstract 511 
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information in contrast to the concrete information. Notably the current switch signal shows 512 
that the switch signal does not depend necessarily on the evaluation of the trial outcome, and 513 
rather it occurred independently from error signals.  514 

The switch-related signal has been found in a wide variety of brain areas but with different 515 
paradigms that make the between-areas comparison hard. For example, such signal has 516 
been described using an analog of the Wisconsin card sorting test in the striatum (Sleezer et 517 
al., 2016) and in the parietal cortex (Kamigaki et al., 2009).  Kamigaki et al. (2009), for 518 
example, found in the parietal cortex an increase of activity specific to the shifting trials and 519 
only for the shift to color and not for the shift to shape, whilst in our study it was more general 520 
and bidirectional. Sleezer et al. (2016) reported the switching-related signal for switching of 521 
more concrete visual stimuli rather than categories in the dorsal and ventral striatum. In 522 
contrast, no switching signal was reported by Mansouri et al. (2006) in dorsal prefrontal 523 
cortex, notwithstanding its role in the executive function in line with our results on PFdl in the 524 
cue period. Other neurophysiological studies have considered the switching signal for actions 525 
rather than for cognitive sets of rules considering the switching of action involving either an 526 
arm movement or a saccade. Shima and Tanji (1998) described the switching signal from one 527 
action to another as an effect of reward reduction for one specific action in the cingulate 528 
motor area, and Isoda and Hikosaka (2007) reported the switching signal in the pre-529 
supplementary motor area in a switching action paradigm when switching from an automatic 530 
to a volitionally controlled action. We have to point out that, whereas a behavioral switch is 531 
required in the tasks discussed before, it is not necessarily present in all forms of flexible 532 
behaviors e.g. in contexts in which the flexibility emerges during cognitive control (Wallis et al. 533 
2001b) or in innovative behavior and problem solving (Hueber and Fichtek, 2015) in which no 534 
behavioral switch is required.   We propose that the switching signal in PFo can be important 535 
to facilitate a rule or strategy change and contributing to the inhibition of the tendency to 536 
implement the most recent strategy, or more generally helping to override any automatic 537 
behavior in the strategy implementation process.   538 

 539 
Conclusions 540 
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In conclusion, we have found that PFo neurons were modulated by strategy switching 541 
and strategy (Tsujimoto et al., 2011, 2012), pointing to the importance of PFo in behavioral 542 
flexibility by generating a control over the strategy switching. Investigating the role of PFo in 543 
behavioral switching is important because can help to understand psychiatric disorders such 544 
as the obsessive-compulsive disorder (Bannon et al., 2006; Gu et al., 2008; Menzies et al., 545 
2008) in which behavioral flexibility is compromised, and to develop new therapies, e.g. PFo 546 
cathodal transcranial direct current stimulation that has been effectively used to reduce 547 
obsessive-compulsive behavior (Mondino et al., 2015).  548 

 549 
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 734 
Table 1. Definition of the non-switch and switch conditions between two consecutive trials. 735 
Previous and current strategy indicate the strategy instructed in the previous and current trial, 736 
respectively. The visual cues are the geometric shape instructing the strategy. Switch trials 737 
included all trials with a current instructed strategy different from that of the latest trial, while 738 
non-switch trials were trials with the same instructed strategy as in the latest trial. Both non-739 
switch and switch conditions have the same visual cues, not supporting any bias toward the 740 
coding of the non-switch or switch of the visual cues between consecutive trials.  741 

 742 
 743 
Figure 1. Behavioral task, cues, recording sites, and schematic of the non-switch and switch 744 
conditions. (A) Temporal ordering of task events from left to right of the visually cued strategy 745 
task. The dark gray rectangles are the video screen as viewed by the monkey. The target of 746 
the monkey’s gaze is indicated by dashed lines. (B) Visual strategy cues presented to the 747 
monkey. Each different color and shape instructed the strategy to be applied. (C-D) 748 
Recording area for PFo (C) and PFdl (D). Fb, feedback; LOS, lateral orbital sulcus; MOS, 749 
medial orbital sulcus; AS, arcuate sulcus; PS, principal sulcus. (E) Schematic of the non-750 
switch and switch conditions for six consecutive trials. In each trial the cue and the following 751 
saccade to the spatial target are shown according to the strategy instructed by the cue, i.e. 752 
stay or shift. Trials are classified as non-switch (trials N+1, N+3) and switch (N+2, N+4), 753 
respectively after the repetition of the same strategy and after its change. 754 
 755 
Figure 2.  Average percentage of correct trials across sessions for monkey 1(2). The 756 
performances in the non-switch conditions are shown within rectangles. The “X” symbol 757 
indicates not possible combinations of strategy/response of two consecutive correct trials by 758 
task design.   759 
 760 
Figure 3. Two example neurons with switching selectivity. (A) Mean activity aligned on cue 761 
onset. Raster plots show the spike times for each trial. The red and blue color represent the 762 
non-switch and switch condition, respectively.  This neuron shows higher activity in the cue 763 
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period for the switch condition. At the bottom, the auROC computed for the two conditions in 764 
which 0.5 corresponds to chance level. (B)  Neuron with a preference for the non-switch 765 
condition.  sp/s, spikes per second. auROC, area under ROC curve. 766 

 767 
Figure 4. Scatter plot between the auROC for the switching signal for trials with stay (x-axis) 768 
and shift (y-axis) strategy. The auROC values are not normalized, ranging from 0 to 1. Each 769 
point in the plot is representative of one neuron (for a total of 15 switching neurons). On the 770 
top-left side, the Pearson’s coefficient (r) with its p-value (p) is shown to indicate a significant 771 
correlation between the two measures. 772 
 773 
Figure 5. Mean value of the area under ROC curve (auROC) for the strategy switching (red 774 
line) and the strategy (grey line) conditions. The auROC was computed in a 200 ms time 775 
window stepped by 5 ms. The mean auROC was calculated averaging over the auROC 776 
values of the 15 switching neurons. The thin lines indicate the standard error of the mean 777 
(SEM). 778 
 779 
Figure 6.  Neuron-dropping analysis applied to the whole population of task related neurons 780 
(124 neurons) to decode the switching strategy signal. The x-axis is the time aligned at the 781 
cue onset, the y-axis is the number of neurons constituting the neuronal sample used to 782 
perform the decoding (from 10 neurons up to 124 neurons), and the z-axis (color bar) shows 783 
the mean percentage of the correct classified trials, as non-switch or switch, after 1000 784 
repetitions. We computed the spike activity in a bin size of 200 ms stepped by 50 ms. 785 
 786 
Figure 7. Mean activity difference between preferred and anti-preferred strategy switching 787 
conditions for the observed (gray square) and shuffled (black points) data. The error bars are 788 
the standard error of the mean. The x and y axes show the mean activity difference between 789 
preferred (pref) and anti-preferred (anti) conditions for correct and error trials, respectively. 790 
The shuffled-data distributions are shown on top and on the right for correct and error trials, 791 
respectively. 792 
 793 
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